The Finish Postcode
In the near future a group of successful and wealthy women in
their thirties decide what kind of child they want to give birth
to. In order to do that, they need to find a man with specific
characters. While their biological clock ticking, they decide to
participate a secret program. The women and men are selected
by a wealthy Dutch businesswoman. They get together in an
institute, far away from society, which is also known as "The
Finnish Postcode". These are their stories ...

About the ebook
In a modern world as perfectionist as ours The Finnish Postcode
takes a critical look in the near future. It is a future in which the
man in the life of a woman plays a supporting role. It is a
mysterious world. How could this mysterious world exist? Who keeps this shadow world into
existence? Is this the world you want to wake up tomorrow?

HQ/e’s philosophy
Beeing different from the others. Distinguished. Swim against the stream. Waking off the
beaten tracks. It seems difficult, but it is not. Publications by HQ /e make just an extra step
to have the story grab the reader. The abnormal is normal. The impossible is within reach.
Make it happen. Make it negotiable. Make it possible. Because it's too easy to go heavy
subjects out of the way. It is the mainstay of the HQ/e.
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